
8Learning about 
forgiveness

Matthew 18:21–23

T
his passage deals with an issue in which most of us
are very interested and with which most of us
struggle—forgiving those who offend us. We are
quite happy to endorse and embrace these words

when we are the ones in need of forgiveness, and, note it well,
we all need forgiveness many, many times. But we sometimes
want to withhold from others the very thing that we so often
need!

SIMON PETER’S QUESTION (V. 21)

We must give Simon credit. He was willing to forgive. And
even one act of forgiveness is a beautiful thing. We are never
more God-like than when we forgive. And Simon was ready to
go far beyond forgiving once!

The common rabbinic teaching of the day forbade anyone
to ask for forgiveness more than three times. No one,
therefore, was compelled to grant forgiveness more than three
times.

It was nothing less than an indication of God’s grace
working in his heart that caused Simon to be willing to go so
far beyond the requirements. He may have even expected Jesus
to commend him for his big-heartedness. He was probably
quite shocked when he heard Jesus’ answer.
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THE LORD’S ANSWER (V. 22)

While Simon Peter had obviously advanced beyond many of
his contemporaries, he still had a good distance to go. He was
still thinking of forgiveness as a matter of arithmetic and not as
a matter of the spirit. William Hendriksen writes: ‘There was
something wrong with Peter’s approach … It sounded as if the
forgiving spirit were a commodity that could be weighed,
measured, and counted; as if it could be parcelled out little by
little up to a certain well defined limit, when further
distribution would have to stop.’1

And we must not think that Jesus was just changing the
arithmetic! We are not to take his answer to mean that we are
to forgive exactly 490 times and not one time more!
Hendriksen says: ‘the spirit of genuine forgiveness recognizes
no boundaries. It is a state of heart, not a matter of calculation.
One might as well ask, “How often must I love my wife, my
husband, my children?” as to ask, “How often shall I
forgive?”’2

Jesus was telling Simon to forgive and go on forgiving, to
forgive and never stop!

Having told Simon to be willing to go on forgiving, Jesus
added a parable about a king who forgave his indebted servant
We might liken the man’s debt to a trillion dollars. It was an
amount that could not be repaid. Incredibly, this man,
forgiven of so very much, went out and threatened a man that
owed him just a few dollars!

The point of the illustration is clear. God has forgiven his
people the immense debt of sin. They must, therefore, forgive
each other. Any quarrel we have with another is little in
comparison to the quarrel that God had with us!
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Glyn Owen puts it like this: ‘Every man who has settled
accounts with God knows the enormity of his own
transgressions against God. He knows both the immensity of
his own debt to God and the corresponding triviality of every
debt of other men to him.’3

THE DIVINE MODEL

Simon was failing to take as his model the divine forgiveness he
himself had received. God’s forgiveness is never limited in
Scripture. God’s people are to forgive as God forgives
(Ephesians 4:32).
•   God puts our sins behind his back (Isaiah 38:17)
•   God buries our sins in the depths of the sea (Micah 7:19)
•   God sweeps away our sins (Isaiah 44:22)
•   God removes our sins as far as the east is from the west

(Psalm 103:12)
•   God forgives our sins and remembers them no more

(Jeremiah 31:34)
How we should rejoice in such forgiveness!

A VEXING QUESTION

Jesus’ teaching on forgiveness raises a question on which there
is little agreement—are we to forgive those who refuse to
repent? Some Scriptures indicate that we need forgive only
those who repent (Matthew 18:17; Luke 17:3; 1 John 1:9).
Other Scriptures suggest that we must forgive even those who
do not repent (Hosea 3:1–2; Matthew 5:44; Luke 23:34).

If we have been offended by someone who refuses to repent,
it will be impossible for us to have the same relationship with
that individual as we did before. Matthew Henry says:
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‘Though he do not repent, you must not therefore bear malice
to him, nor meditate revenge; but if he do not at least say that
he repents, you are not bound to be so free and familiar with
him as you have been.’4

The danger that we must avoid is that of becoming
‘repentance police’. We can easily excuse ourselves from
forgiving by saying the other person has not truly repented. It
is much better to err on the side of mercy. Someone has well
said: ‘Forgive them all and let God decide.’

We should not fear hearing God say: ‘You forgave when you
should not have.’ We should rather fear him saying: ‘You
refused to forgive when you should have granted it.’
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